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	In late 2001, Bill Gates was having dinner with a group of journalists on the night
	before Microsoft’s launch of the Windows XP operating system. At that time, the
	dotcom crash was just unfolding, and during dinner, Bill Gates said (correctly) that
	the dotcom bubble was a distraction and caused a lot of money to be wasted on
	things that did not offer much innovation. Then Mr. Gates was asked if anything significant came out in the last few years.


	“People will look back and say, ‘Wow, at least they did 802.11,’” he was quoted
	as replying [1].


	He is right. Most of us today cannot imagine working (and living) without
	802.11-based wireless networks, popularly known as Wi-Fi. Traveling professionals
	who really needed to send an e-mail and who had to drive around town looking
	for a hot spot can attest to the technology’s importance. At the end of the twentieth
	century and the beginning of the twenty-first century, people became used to highspeed
	wireless networking in the local area (i.e., hot spots). Similarly, as the twentyfirst
	century progresses, we will become used to high-speed mobile networking in
	the wide area (i.e., everywhere).


	This book is designed as a broad examination of orthogonal frequency division
	multiplexing (OFDM) and orthogonal frequency division multiple access
	(OFDMA), which are fast becoming the de facto methods of transmission at the
	physical layer in broadband mobile systems. The associated functions necessary to
	support OFDM and OFDMA at layer 2 are also addressed. This book focuses on
	system analysis, design, and engineering of an OFDMA-based system, and it deals
	with both the theory and the application of OFDMA in the context of a broadband
	mobile wireless network. To the extent possible, based on the analysis of OFDMA,
	this book develops and presents applicable design frameworks in different areas of
	treatment.
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Google Blogger For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Are you bemused by blogs? Eager to become a blogger? Google Blogger For Dummies can help you start blogging sooner than you think.
    More than 14 million people are promoting a business, connecting with family and friends, and sharing opinions with Google Blogger. This book helps you start a Blogger account, create content, build an...
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Handbook on Architectures of Information Systems (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2005
This book is the first volume of a running series under the title International Handbooks on Information Systems. The series is edited by Peter Bernus, Jacek Blazewicz, Günter Schmidt and Mike Shaw. One objective is to give state of the art surveys on selected topics of information systems theory and applications. To this end, a distinguished...
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Hacker's Challenge : Test Your Incident Response Skills Using 20 ScenariosMcGraw-Hill, 2001
"A solve-it-yourself mystery that will draw you in with entertaining, yet realistic scenarios that both challenge and inform you." --Tim Newsham, security research scientist, @stake, Inc.

Malicious hackers are everywhere these days, so how do you keep them out of your networks? This unique volume challenges your forensics and...
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Mono: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
This no-fluff, lab-style guide jumps right into Mono 1.0 as  you work through nearly fifty mini-projects that introduce  you to the most important and compelling aspects of the 1.0  release.  You'll learn how to acquire, install, and run Mono  on Linux, Windows, or Mac OS X.  You'll work with the  various Mono components: Gtk#, the Common Language...
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Nikon D600 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	A full-color beginner guide to the basics of the Nikon D600


	The Nikon D600 is a professional-level full-frame sensor that is sure to attract an audience of DSLR newcomers and pros. This friendly-and-thorough full-color guide shows you how to get a firm grasp on this powerful camera and helps you to ultimately get better photos. *...
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Geomorphology of Proglacial Systems: Landform and Sediment Dynamics in Recently Deglaciated Alpine Landscapes (Geography of the Physical Environment)Springer, 2018

	This book discusses the recession of alpine glaciers since the end of the Little Ice Age (LIA), which has been accelerating in the past decades. It provides an overview of the research in the field, presenting definitions and information about the different proglacial areas and systems. A number of case studies are from the PROSA project group...
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